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 The KING of all Meme Coins! Where the biggest apes eat!

MEME KONG



INTRODUCTION 
Our team is excited to bring you Meme Kong, the first coin to combine digital and real-world communities 

offering utility, plus full transparency and accountability for investors. On our expedition to the crown we will 

operate with integrity and respect for our community. Meme Kong is launching a variety of utilities.

The standard for meme coins is to focus solely on aggressive marketing pushes, cult mentality, and of course; 

hype. They strike when the anvil is hot, and think about the use case later. We are more than just your typical 

meme coin. Meme Kong is a Hybrid Token bringing the community based aspect of meme coins and uniting 

that with real world utility through Founder Chris’ astute Venture Capital background and massive circle of 

influence. This is evident in the branding Meme Kong has achieved thus far within the music industry, 

LOOTverse, 2 P2E games, and it's very own super Car Rally (#RALLYMEMEKONG) showcased on our socials. 

There is no denying that meme coins have far surpassed industry expectations but we recognize the 

development opportunity to surpass the current standards.
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OUR MISSION STATEMENT
You deserve more. Our mission is to redefine expectations and set new standards in the crypto space where none 

existed before. Meme Kong is providing longevity through utility along with competitive, interactive features that are 

separating us from the rest. We will continue to pioneer the crypto space in new and meaningful ways with 

transparency, integrity and innovation. Our goal is to ensure every APE EATS! 



WHAT MAKES MEME KONG DIFFERENT?
The reason meme coins gain fame and perform so well is mostly due to successfully run social media, 

community engagement and hype created by influencers. We recognize that all of these are important but 

just like anything in life; there is always room for improvement. We quickly realized in order to achieve our goal 

of becoming the KING of all meme coins we needed to enhance and improve upon what has already been 

done so we may go where no ape has ever gone before. Meme Kong’s improvements on conventional 

operations of meme coins will include but not be limited to:

● Fully doxxed Founder and team from day 1 which is extremely rare on launch. Most meme coins play with the notion 

that the mystery adds to their value. While this creates hype to keep the chat going with speculation of Elon or God 

himself possibly being the founder, this move typically falls short of expectations. In reality they withhold 

transparency because they’re truly lacking experience and credibility. At Meme Kong, we know who we are, have 

nothing to hide and operate with an unprecedented level of integrity.

● We recognize things need to change so we implemented a  24/7 voice chat in our Telegram group as the days of 

anonymity without accountability are over. We believe that this level of constant communication with our 

community is key to ensure success and building a bigger and better jungle for our Gorilla Gang.

● Implementing real utility and collaborating with huge projects presently established in this space has furthered 

Meme Kong’s reach and as a Hybrid Token. We will not be shackled by the restraints of a typical meme coin.

● Incentivized social engagement app where investors will be rewarded along with a P2E game that allows users to 

earn $MKONG.
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Christopher is our proud doxxed Founder of Meme Kong. He has an extensive background in business, finance and 

crypto.  At 20 years old Christopher established himself as a highly successful Stock Broker. 

Fast forward 24 years and Chris has now built multiple lucrative traditional businesses, a large network in both 

traditional business and crypto, a loyal paid subscription group, a tight community and a strong, sturdy 

foundation. Chris brings the fire and intensity of Wall Street combined with the faith and optimism only a man 

serving a higher purpose can posses.

THE FOUNDER
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“Meme Kong has provided me the only 

platform to where if you believe in me and 

my team, I can take you with me. That gives 

me more drive and more purpose than I’ve 

ever had. Meme Kong has already helped 

change so many lives around the world 

because the true measure of success is how 

many people you bless, not how much 

money you have in the bank.”

-Christopher Thomann-

https://www.linkedin.com/in/christopher-thmann-91614b6


THE MEME KONG TEAM

Our doxxed team consists of highly talented, intensely driven individuals with extensive experience in building successful 

businesses and we are extremely connected in the traditional business and crypto space. Meme coins thrive on community 

and Meme Kong has an already established network is that is beyond compare. 

Our team agrees that no other coin feels like home and we are establishing the same with our community. The team refuses 

to be another coin where the main concern is watching the chart 24/7. Collectively we are unstoppable and with our team 

members residing in several different time zones throughout the world, we have the ability to work around the clock. Just 

like crypto is 24/7, we are 24/7.  

Through our past successes the Meme Kong team knows the possibilities are infinite and we are willing to do whatever it 

takes to be the KING of all meme coins.
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WHICH CHAINS?

Meme Kong has initially launched on the Ethereum network as it is the most recognized blockchain.  It is secure which is 

Meme Kong’s greatest priority and well-established which allows us to stay decentralized. We also know that’s where 

you’ll find the BIGGEST APES in crypto.

In accordance with our mission to make sure every ape eats, we will be bridging Meme Kong to several established and 

safe blockchains.
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TOKENOMICS
$MKONG token is a fully decentralized finance (DeFi) token that operates on the Ethereum blockchain (ERC-20). In true king 

fashion we will not stop with ETH and other blockchains are imminent. 

$MKONG stealth launched on 2/2/22 at $.001. 

TAXES

PURCHASE TAX -  9% tax on buying tokens that will fund the treasury wallet which will encompass marketing and 

development for long term growth. 

EXIT TAX -  9% tax on the sell of tokens that will additionally fund the treasury wallet for long term growth.
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TOKEN / SUPPLY / LIQUIDITY / LOCK: 
On Launch 42.5% of our token supply was locked and it will be used for future staking and exchange listings and any needs to 

ensure a healthy chart for our community. If that pool dries up, we have the option to buy back tokens to distribute to 

stakeholders. Initial liquidity will be locked for 3 months, reviewed and then locked in 3 month increments thereafter. We are 

choosing not to lock for an extended period of time because Meme Kong will indefinitely be adding more utility which may 

require adjustments to the contract. We have an astute business background and we understand crypto is ever changing and 

evolving. We are pioneering this space and the ability to anticipate those changes and adapt is what will push our growth to 

take our inevitable seat on the throne. 

Name: MEME KONG

Symbol: $MKONG

Token Type: ERC-20

Decimals: 08

Audit: Certik audit Underway 2/21/2022

Total Supply: 200,000,000 $MKONG

Circulating Supply: 120,000,000



STAKING
Staking is live and allowing $MKONG holders to earn rewards on their holdings. Staking can be a great way to earn 

passive income through holding $MKONG. While we will not be a coin you have to price check 24/7, we do want our 

investors to come back often to stack their bananas and share with friends. 

Staking is currently set to 18% APY with a 9 day withdrawal cooldown period and a 9% emergency withdraw tax. 

All staking is paid out in our native token $MKONG.
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LAUNCHPAD
In recent months launchpads have gained a lot of publicity but most of them fail due to their lack of experience and 

community. Here is where we separate ourselves. We are a community driven project with a founder that has an astute 

Venture Capital background and is extremely connected in this space. This combined with our team's massive circle of 

influence gives us the ability to launch any project putting the moon in our rear view.

$MKONG TIER SYSTEM
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NFT’S

$MKONG, the World’s 1st Hybrid Token is bringing you the World’s 1st Hybrid NFT. The pending mint will showcase the best 

of the best utility and allow Hodlers to participate in a number of rewards and benefits, just for minting these amazing 

Hybrid NFTs. The 3D ultra realistic artwork, utility, accessibility and social status will be second to none.
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COMMUNITY
Meme Kong is a community driven project that is thriving on social engagement amongst our amazing Gorilla Gang. The 

camaraderie and the high spirited competition in our community is second to none, which provides an environment where 

every ape can eat. From team members sharing $MKONG with their families and friends, radio personalities from our 

community sharing with their audience to C-class business men and women sharing with their contacts, our growing Gorilla 

Gang is already the envy of projects everywhere and we are blessed to have them. 

With Meme Kong, the team is accessible 24/7 via Telegram voice chat. Founder Chris can be heard in the VC several times daily 

updating the community on the amazing new developments the team is working on. We have active buy contests, shill 

contests, meme competitions and other avenues to incentivize our community to go out and talk about Meme Kong online. We 

run and participate in several AMAs via Telegram VCs, Twitter Spaces, YouTube and Clubhouse and every other platform with 

an audience ready to hear about the new King. Meme Kong is coming in so hot we should communicate via smoke signals just 

to be nice and let them know we are coming for them all. Our aim is not to merely live, but to thrive; for that is the prerequisite to 

becoming the KING of all meme coins.
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GRATITUDE & GIVING

We at Meme Kong know for a fact that gratitude reciprocates and giving evokes more gratitude. No matter if you are on 
the giving or receiving end they are both essential for happiness, health and social bonds. That is why on our way to the 
throne, we have and will be consistently exploring new ways in which we can give back to our community and make the 
world a better place.

Meme Kong is dedicated to supporting and serving independent causes at the community level as opposed to solely 
contributing monetarily to the typical “Charitable Organizations” which are synonymous for allocating more to excessive 
salaries and overhead than actually contributing to the causes the funds were intended.

Meme Kong’s team and community will fully vet before serving any cause or organization. We will have social media 
content to display our giving not to gloat or grandstand but to encourage every ape to do the same. Are you ready to be 
part of the “Meme Kong Serve Strong” team where we are blessed to be a blessing to others.

“A noble leader answers not to the trumpet 
calls of self promotion, but to the hushed 

whispers of necessity.”
-Mallie Marti-



ROAD TO THE CROWN

Phase 1
● Launch  

● Liquidity locked

● Callers 

● Social media marketing 

● Celebrity endorsements

● Influencers

● CMC & Coingecko listing

● CertiK audit (Underway)

● Dextools trending 

● Meme contest

Phase 2
● CEX listings 

● Fractionalized NFT 

Marketplace 

(Underway)

● $MKONG Staking

● Merchant website 

integrations 

Phase 3
● Multiple exchange listings

● Launchpad

● Social engagement app

● Major partnerships

○ LOOTVERSE 

○ Olympus Watch Co.

● Special Events: 

(#RallyMemeKong)  

(#MKHoliday2022)

● Youtube trending

Phase 4
● TV and Radio interviews 

● Play to earn game

● Banana refueling on the 

Moon

● Apes colonize Mars
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https://lootverse.com/
https://www.olympuswatches.co/


SECURITY

We consider investor confidence our number one priority; this is why our founder and team have chosen to be fully doxxed. 

Every possible measures was taken prior to, during and after launch to ensure the protection and peace of mind of our Meme 

Kong investors. We believe that transparency is an integral component to all successful projects. We know our hearts are in the 

right place but understand trust should be earned and not given freely.  We look forward earning your trust and bringing 

everyone with us.
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DISCLAIMER AND FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS

Meme Kong white papers are a living document and the information contained within up to date at the time of publishing. The 

information provided in this material does not constitute investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice. 

You should not treat any of the materials content as such.

The Meme Kong team recommends you conduct your due diligence and consult your financial advisor before making any investment 

decisions.

This material is for informational purposes only and is not (i) an offer, or solicitation of any offer, to invest in, or buy to sell, any interests 

or shares, or to participate in an any investment or trading strategy, (ii) intended to provide accounting, legal, or tax advice, or 

investment recommendations, or (iii) an official Meme Kong statement. No representation or warranty is made, expressed or implied, 

with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the information or the future performance of any digital asset, financial instrument, or 

other market or economic measure. 

By purchasing $MKONG you agree that you are not purchasing a security or investment, and you agree to hold the team blameless and 

not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that the team is presenting the token “as is” and is not required to 

provide any support or services. You should have no expectation of any form of Meme Kong and its team. Although Meme Kong is a 

community driven decentralized finance (DeFi) token for social networking and not a registered digital currency, the team strongly 

recommends that citizens in areas  with government bans on cryptocurrencies do not purchase because the team cannot ensure 

compliance with established regulations within certain territories. Always make sure you comply with your local laws and regulations 

before you make any purchase. 
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Will you be the biggest ape on the BLOCKchain?
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